
Another Exclusive Product of

Kansas City - Phoenix  800-451-0726

* Removes oxidation
* Brightens
* Acid-based

* Aluminum * Magnesium
* Aircraft * Air conditioner coils
* Truck Trailers

* Quickly removes oxidation and road         
   film without agitation
* Brightens uniformly
* A heavy-duty, acid-based product             
  made especially for industrial and           
  institutional use

* Schools * Office Buildings
* Institutions * Government Buildings
* Hospitals * Hotels
* Nursing Homes * Motels
* Restaurants * churches
* cafeterias * Airports
* Shopping Malls * Factories
* Show Rooms * country clubs

Fragrance....................characteristic
pH (100%)..............................1.0-2.0 
color...........................................Pink

Foam.........................................Moderate
Flash point........................Nonflammable
Specific gravity..................................1.13

Viscosity...........1 to 5 centipoise @ 70oF
Lbs./Gallon........................................9.38
Appearance....................Thin, clear liquid

This concentrated cleaner may be 
diluted with thirty parts water depending 
on the condition of the surface to be 
cleaned.  Extremely severe conditions 
may allow only a five to one dilution.  
Brush or spray solution on surface to 
be cleaned working from the bottom 
up.  Allow to remain for three to five 
minutes and rinse thoroughly.  Use 
plastic pails for making up solution.

Do not use on hot surfaces.  Always dispose 
of remainder of solution when cleaning job 
is finished.

ATTENTION: IF PRODUcT MUST BE USED 
NEAR GLASS, cOVER GLASS WITH OIL 
FIRST.  HOWEVER, USER DOES SO AT OWN 
RISK. THIS PRODUCT WILL ETCH GLASS.
DO NOT MIX THIS cLEANER WITH 
cHLORINATED cLEANSERS OR OTHER 
cLEANSERS.

Requires no authorization by the USDA 
prior to its use in offices and other similar 
non processing areas.

This product is specially formulated to instantly remove soil, grease, oxidation, and corrosion from aluminum surfaces.  It cleans and 
brightens instantly; therefore, it's great for use on aluminum truck bodies, screens, trailers, airplanes, and window trim. Best of all, no 
rubbing is necessary. Furthermore, this product can also be used to prepare aluminum surfaces if they are to be painted.
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